
Outer Growth - Generation Influence 2

Canst thou bind the sweet influences of
Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orion?

Job 38:31

Relevant verses: Job 9:9, Song of
Solomon 2:11-13

Inflict ---------- Ecclesiastes 1:14
Name ---------- Ecclesiastes 9:16
Force --------- Jeremiah 23:10
Life -----------  Ecclesiastes 3:2
Unaware ----- Psalms 35:8
Eye ------------ Matthew 6:23
Negative ----- Zephaniah 1:15
Curse --------- 2 Peter 2:14
Ears ----------- Proverbs 23:12

Generation is a body of people living
collectively together at about the same
time within a society. However, in every
era for a group of human beings, there is
some form of influence. The degree of
impact on the body of people is generation
influence. Do we have control like the
weather to stop whatever the forecast
predicts?
Generation influence is a person or people
that potentially experience unexpected life
challenges. Similar to weather, sunshine
or rain, hot or cold, wind or snow, may
come our way, only God knows.
Influence on a person or people depends
upon the human beings we encounter
through life. Some will have a negative or

positive background that eventually
surfaces. These influential people could
be family, friends, neighbors, or strangers.
We will need to decide. Will this person
have a good or bad influence on my life?
Influences come in the form of
government. These people help run the
country we live in and impose rules and
regulations. They enforce the law that we
must abide by that is mandatory. God
expects us to follow them. However, if
there is something contrary to God and
His commandments, He anticipates us to
take a stand.
Influences may come in the form of illegal
groups. This number of individuals is a
threat to hurt lives instead of help. Groups
that break the law that is in organized
crime and affect generations that would
destroy lives.
People that choose to follow the wrong
crowd of influence or influential promoters
that bait others to join are equally at risk.
They live a life similar to an eye for an eye
or a tooth for a tooth.
The path of influence begins with our
eyes. As the old song goes, "be careful
with your eyes with what they see." The
ears are equally important as well, "be
careful with your ears in what they hear."
These two senses God made about the
same level on our faces.
Generation influence depends upon the
two senses: the pair of eyes and ears.
Please use caution to avoid unnecessary
misfortune and negativity.


